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Books

1. אסלאם: מבוא קצר. תל אביב: אוניברסיטת תל אביב, ההוצאה לאור ו"מפה" הוצאת לאור, 2006. [Hebrew]


2. Ottomans Medicine: Healing and Medical Institutions 1500-1700. Albany,

3. Osmanlı Sağlık: Şifa ve Tibbi Kurumları 1500-1700. İstanbul, Kitap Yayinevi, forthcoming, early 2014. (Turkish version of #2)

4. Ottoman Science: Knowledge, Science, and Technology in the Ottoman Empire.
Ra’anana: The Open University of Israel; in production.

Under consideration with an advanced contract (Texas University Press)

1. Ottoman Scientific Experience.

Referred Articles


5. "Old Patterns, New Meaning: The 1845 Hospital of Bezm-i ‘Alem in Istanbul,"

6. "Health as a Social Agent in Ottoman Patronage and Authority," New Perspectives on Turkey, 37 (Fall 2007), 147-175.


Chapters in Refereed Collections


“Why Was the Surgeon Hasan Appointed to Treat Criminals and POWs in the Ottoman Naval Hospital (1694)?,” in Winter Michael and Miri Shefer. Eds. Turkey: Ottoman Past and Republican Present. Tel Aviv: Dayan Center for Middle Eastern and African Studies, 2007. 75 – 89.
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Academic Editorship


Entries in Encyclopedias


Accepted for Publication:


Book Reviews

1. on:

2. on:
Appeared in Bryn Mawr Classical Review (2002.12.33), an online scholarly review journal in classical studies <ccst.sas.upenn.edu/bmcr/>.

3. on:
Appeared in Mediterranean Historical Review, 19 (2004), 98-100.

4. on:
Appeared in The Medieval Review (05.09.16), a moderated electronic forum publishing reviews of current work in all areas of Medieval Studies <www.hti.umich.edu/t/tmr/>
5. on:  
Appeared in Medieval Feminist Forum, the journal of the Society for Medieval Feminist Scholarship, 42 (Winter 2006), 107-110.

6. on:  
Appeared in Canadian Journal of History/Annales canadiennes d'histoire, 43 (Winter 2008), 582-83.

7. on:  

8. on:  

9. on:  

10.on:  

11.on:  

12.on:  

13.on:  

Appeared in: Hanizrah Hehadash / The New East, 52 (2013), 358-61 [Hebrew].
Accepted for Publication:

1. on:
   To appear in *Al-Masāq: Studia Arabo-Islamica Mediterranea*

2. on:
   To appear in *Bustan: The Middle East Book Review*